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Global Pandemic 
Changes the World
• Impacting everyone simultaneously 

• Created uncertainty for many people and 
organizations

• Changing the way we work

• Impacting how leaders keep teams engaged 

• Volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity 
(VUCA) 



Our Survey

Why did we survey?
• Looking for ways to provide leaders 

with actionable tips to keep their 
teams engaged 

• Enrich the work experience for 
employees 

Survey setup
• 23 questions
• 329 responses 
• Collected data on: 

• Stress levels
• Maintenance of positive habits
• Introduction of bad habits
• Sense of purpose and priorities 



Habits 

Our survey looked at the following habits: 
• Eating a healthy diet

• Getting enough sleep
• Exercising regularly
• Managing stress

• Managing priorities 



What is a Habit?

1. We are only vaguely aware we perform them (automatic)

2. Because of repetition, they are mainly emotionless.

3. There is an environment/behavior connection (think Pavlov’s dog)

Dean, Jeremy. Making Habits, Breaking Habits. 
Philadelphia. De Capo Press. Print.



Survey Findings and Conclusions

Significant correlation between 
perceived increased stress and 

an increase in bad habits.



Survey Findings and Conclusions

While a decrease in good habits 
occurred in most scenarios, 

getting enough sleep seems to be 
the habit that was maintained by 

a majority of the participants.



Survey Findings and Conclusions

Eating habits seemed to have 
had the biggest disruption 

during the pandemic.



Survey Findings and Conclusions

Established remote workers 
had similar changes in habits to 
individuals that were abruptly 
shifted to remote work due to 

the pandemic.



Survey Findings and Conclusions

Individuals that lost child and 
dependent care during the 
pandemic saw some of the 

largest increases in bad habits 
and stress.



Survey Findings and Conclusions

In the 25-34 and 55-64 age 
bracket, the biggest NEGATIVE

impact was on their 
exercise habits, while in 

the 35-44 and 45-54 age 
group, managing stress
showed the highest NEGATIVE

impact.



Surge of Bad 
Habits 

Over half of respondents had an increase in 
bad habits during the pandemic

62% are not 
maintaining a 
healthy diet

46% are not 
getting 

enough sleep
65% are not 
exercising 
regularly

64% are not 
managing stress

49% are not 
managing priorities 
(work/life balance)

Especially individuals that were working remote, have children or are in leadership roles



Stress 

• A positive significant correlation between 
reported increased stress and increased bad 
habits 

• Men have been managing stress better than 
women overall (although reports of stress 
management are down across all respondents)

• Significantly greater stress for those with 
children and dependents 

• Stress levels were about the same regardless of 
if you knew someone that has had COVID-19



Survey Findings and Conclusions

Participants were able to 
manage their priorities better 

than managing their 
perceptions of purpose.



Sense of Purpose 
• I have a clear sense of priorities during 

this time of crisis (74% agree)
• I have a clear sense of purpose during 

this time of crisis (60% agree)
• I am able to identify personal 

opportunities during this pandemic
(64% agree) 

• I am able to identify professional 
opportunities that have resulted from 
this pandemic (40% agree)



Work Structure and 
Stress 
Established remote employees 
experienced similar shifts in stress 
and bad habits as employees that 
abruptly shifted to remote work 

70% of respondents had a 
significant change in work 
patterns/schedules



Leadership During a 
Pandemic
Significant change in habits for leaders

• 43% are eating a healthy diet
• 55% are getting enough sleep
• 41% are exercising regularly
• 37% are managing stress
• 55% are managing priorities 



3 Actions to 
Regain a 
Productive 
Workforce

1 How Leaders Can Realign 
Expectations for Themselves and 
Their Teams

2 How to Reevaluate Goals and 
Identify a New Path Forward after a 
Disruption

3 Techniques to Coach Employees 
with Empathy
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How Leaders Can Realign 

Expectations for 
Themselves and Their Teams



Keystone Habits: 
Communication

“Communication habits create truces that allow everyone to 
set aside rivalries long enough to get a day’s work done.”

Leaders need to facilitate the conversations and tell the 
stories to keep everyone on the common goal.

These stories help with “empathy”—being able to put 
yourself in someone else’s shoes.

Tyler, Kathryn. HRMagazine; Alexandria Vol. 57 iss. 11, (Nov 2012); 
46-47.



Leaders Have 
an 
Opportunity

• Changing Environments, Changing Habits

• The habit discontinuity effect states that 
changing behavior is more effective during life 
course changes since people are disrupting 
habit cues.

• Andreason study on brands: When people 
moved they chose new brands—it was a time 
for change, and also proximity to new brands

• Leader Opportunity: We are in the middle of a 
changing environment, what positive habits 
can you help form to carry through these 
times as well as keep for the future?

Carden Lucas and Wendy Wood. Habit Formation and Change, 2018 20:117-122



Model 
Willpower

Self-Control is more than 
willpower.

What does that mean?

Willpower is saying “no” to temptation 
in a situation and self-control is not 
putting yourself in that situation.



Activity: 
Keep Start Stop
What tasks might you do related to 
the topic?
What do you think should be done 
that are related, but aren’t being 
done?



Activity: Keep Start Stop

• Own scenario vs. given scenario?

Think of your current strategy 
and goals

Keep
What should I continue 

doing?
Things that are working well

Your team likes them and 
they are working

Start
What should I begin doing?

What are new ideas that 
weren’t considered before?

Ideas to address new 
situations that didn’t exist 

pre-pandemic.

Stop
What should I stop doing?

What’s not working or can’t 
work anymore?

The team dislikes what’s 
happening and it isn’t 

helping get to the goal.



Example from a Marketing Team
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Leaders can 

reevaluate goals
and identify a new path 
forward after disruption

• Revisit your strategy

• Create micro-goals 
• What does the team NEED to get done this today,  

tomorrow and this week?

• What doesn’t need to get done right now?



Short History 
on Goals

1930s: Cecil Alec Mace did 
empirical research on goal-
setting—the right plans could be 
a sure shot to success.
Late 1960s: Edwin A. Locke, a 
pioneer in the goal-setting field, 
found that those with ambitious 
goals had better performance 
and output than those that 
didn’t.
Early 1980s: SMART goals 
emerge, coined by George T. 
Doran.

Chowdhury, Madhuleena Roy. The Science & Psychology of Goal-Setting 101. https://positivepsychology.com/goal-setting-psychology/. October 10, 2020

about:blank


What was the 
Strategy?

The overall strategy should not change 
even in light of the pandemic, unless it 
wasn’t a sound strategy to begin with.

However, you may need to take a look 
at your goals—how you get to your 
strategy probably will be different now.

Sometimes what people had set in the 
beginning were goals, not a strategy. A strategy 
is a limited set of choices that fit together, the 
goals are how you are going to get there.

Vermeulen, Freek. (November 8, 2017). “Many Strategies Fail Because They’re Not Actually Strategies.” Retrieved from https://hbr.org/2017/11/many-strategies-fail-because-theyre-not-actually-
strategies?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=hbr&utm_source=linkedin



What is the 
long-term 
strategy?

• Work backwards
• While our strategy won’t 

change, the way we get there 
will during a large change



Create a 
micro-goal

• A micro-goal is something that you 
can accomplish quickly 

• Short term goal is less than a year
• Micro-goal is even shorter

• What can you get done today? 
Tomorrow? This week? To inch you 
closer to your strategy.

• Then repeat each week until there is 
more certainty in the future so you 
can plan longer-term goals



Micro-goal
example Personal

Strategy Make a career change

Goal Complete a degree

Micro-goal Review a list of schools and create a short 
list

Professional 

Strategy Increase business in manufacturing

Goal Onboard 3 new clients in the 
manufacturing industry

Micro-goal Create a list of individuals to reach out to 
on LinkedIn



Activity: Let’s Practice

1. List out your strategic goals (i.e. targets that will take more than 
12 months to complete) 

2. Ask yourself the following questions:
• What can I do today to help me make a baby step towards that strategic 

goal?
• What can I do tomorrow?
• What can I do in the next week?

3. Put it on your calendar and complete the task
4. Repeat next week (don’t forget to give yourself a pat on the back 

for succeeding in your micro-goal from the prior week) 
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Techniques to coach 

employees with empathy

• Be Present
• Be Curious 

• Be Proactive 



How Leaders Help

Be Present Be Curious Be Proactive 

• Minimize distractions
before engaging in a 
discussion

• Ask questions
• Summarize and 

paraphrase 
• Listen with empathy 

and recognize that you 
might not fully 
understand what others 
are going through right 
now

• Ask yourself “what are a 
few reasons why this 
situation is happening?” 
before taking action

• Give others the benefit 
of the doubt

• Frame the conversation 
with curiosity and 
openness 

• Create a habit to ask 
your employees how 
they are doing on a 
weekly basis

• Make a caring call to 
your employees

• Share a lesson learned 
about yourself during 
this pandemic



Activity: What Happened Here?

• Discuss the story in each scenario. 

• Purpose: Highlight the variables that we often miss (or chose to 
overlook) when making decisions. 

• Objective: Increase participant awareness of his/her bias as a 
foundation for increasing empathy.



Scenario 1- What is 
happening here?

What do you think is 
happening?
Multiple scenarios?



Scenario 2 - Another 
Take
What’s happening?
What are your judgements 
on this person?



Scenario 3- “They’re 
not great with 
computers”
Networking Now, a company that runs networking events 
in person and online, had to move all of their employees 
to home offices during the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic.

Since the company had to cancel all of the in-person 
events they were scheduled to have, they are now doing 
all events through online webinars. Manager Dave 
decided to pull Sally (a Gen Y-er) off the projects and 
instead use Emrie (a Millennial who just started with the 
company 6 months ago) as the person running the 
meetings because he figured she “understands 
technology better”. 



Scenario 4- Is this 
the right role?
Janie was promoted March 1—2 weeks before the 
global pandemic sent everyone to home offices. 

Productivity has taken a nose dive and some people 
are blaming Janie questioning if she is right for this 
role. 

Why do you think Janie is struggling?



What We Learned

• Realign expectations
• Keep/Start/Stop

• Reevaluate goals
• Define the strategy 
• Create micro-goals
• Plan and complete the micro-goals 
• Repeat 

• Coach with Empathy 
• Be present 
• Be curious
• Be proactive 



Thank You! 

Laura Norek
lnorek@leadershipextension.com

Stephanie Gandsey
sgandsey@leadershipextension.com

Dr. Lesley Page
pagele@lewis.edu
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